We present results of an analysis of a sample of bright Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) detected by Fermi-GBM up to more than 1 MeV, which were collected during six years of Fermi operations. In particular, we focus on the GRB durations over several energy bands of the prompt emission of a subsample of bright GRBs detected up to 10 MeV by GBM and, when possible, up to 1 GeV by Fermi-LAT, thus expanding the Duration-Energy relationship in GRB light curves to high energies for the first time. We find that the relationship for these energetic GRBs is flatter than reported for other samples, suggesting that the high-and low-energy emission mechanisms are closely related.
The Fermi satellite has been observing the gammaray sky since its launch in June 2008. It carries onboard two instruments: the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the Large Area Telescope (LAT). GBM consists of 12 Sodium Iodide (NaI, 8-900 keV) and 2 Bismuth Germanate (BGO, 200 keV-40 MeV) scintillation detectors [1] . Figure 1 shows the placement and orientation of the detectors on the spacecraft, which allow GBM to have a Field-of-View (FoV) as large as the full unocculted sky. GBM detects ∼250 GRBs per year [2] .
The LAT instruments include a Tracker-Converter, a Calorimeter and an Anti-Coincidence Detector [3] . The LAT standard analysis covers an energy range of 100 MeV-300 GeV. Thanks to the LAT Low Energy (LLE) technique [4] , this coverage is extended down to 10 MeV. 35 GRBs were observed by LAT during the first 3 years of operation [5] , but many more are expected to be found thanks to a new analysis algorithm [6] and to the newly implemented LAT event reconstruction Pass 8 [7] .
II. SAMPLE SELECTION CRITERIA
We follow the same approach as in [8] for the BATSE bright GRBs and in [9] for the GBM BGO bright GRBs collected over the first year of operation. Here we extend the previous analysis to six years of GBM data (from August 2008 to July 2014).
The first coarser selection is based on the analysis of the GBM telemetry packets. Bursts showing an increase of more than 80 counts/s over background in at least one BGO detector over the full BGO energy range are selected. The second finer selection is based on the analysis of the count rate excess above background measured by the BGO detector(s) in the 500 keV-1 MeV range during the main burst emission episode. We analyse the GBM TTE files (see [1] for GBM data type description) over four different timescales (64, 128, 256, and 512 ms). Bursts with a 4σ detection are selected.
The final sample of bright BGO GRBs includes 311 bursts, of which 68 are short and 243 are long ones. We repeat the same procedure on three other BGO energy ranges, namely 1-2 MeV, 2-5 MeV, and 5-10 MeV, and check for the detection significance.
In Figure 4 we plot these significances calculated in the four BGO energy bands as a function of the LAT boresight angle θ. The dashed vertical line indicates the LAT FoV at θ = 65 o . GBM-only detections are marked as gray circles. Filled and empty circles represent long and short GRBs. 69 bursts from our sample eConf C141020.1 are also detected by the LAT [11] : 58 GRBs are detected with the standard likelihood analysis above 100 MeV (stars). Out of those, 33 are detected also below 100 MeV with the LLE technique (squares). Moreover, there are 11 bursts which are detected only with LLE analysis (triangles). Long-duration GRBs are plotted with blue symbols and short GRBs are plotted in red.
In these proceedings we want to focus only on the brightest events of our sample according to two criteria: (a) the BGO detection significance in the 500-1000 keV energy band, combined with the significance in the 5-10 MeV energy; and (b) the LLE detection significance in the 10 MeV -1 GeV energy range. The latter is calculated by means of an algorithm presented in Section 3.3.1 of [5] and specifically designed for LLE source detection. The LLE data presented in this analysis are produced from Pass 8 data. If we independently select the 20 brightest events with both criteria, we end up with a subsample of 27 GRBs, which are listed in Table II . There are 21 long and 6 short GRBs in this new subsample. In the table we specify the GRB name (column 1), the GBM trigger number and trigger time in Mission Elapsed Time (MET, columns 2 and 3), the angle to the LAT boresight θ (column 4), the GBM duration (T 90 ) calculated in the 50-300 keV energy band and reported by [2] (column 5), the BGO and NaI detectors used for the temporal analysis (columns 6 and 7), and the detection significances in two BGO (columns 8 and 9) and in the LLE energy range (column 10).
A. Energy dispersion analysis
In order to select the best energy bands for the temporal analysis, we first want to study the effect of energy dispersion (∆E) in NaI and BGO data by means of simulations. We randomly choose 15 GRBs from the latest GBM spectral catalog [12] and use the best model to simulate their spectra with XSPEC [13] . Finally, we compare the model predicted rates with the measured and simulated rates overs several NaI and BGO energy ranges.
We find that BGO data show an excess count rate in most energy bands (∼30%), worsening towards high energies (∼60%). NaI data show a smaller excess in count rates with respect to what is seen in BGOs (∼20%), but in narrow energy bands below 40 keV we see that ∆E ∼ 30%. In order to keep ∆E < 10% in NaI detectors and ∆E < 20% in BGO detectors, we decide to selected the energy bands shown in the Table I . There are four energy bands covered by NaI detectors, two covered by BGO detectors and two covered by the LLE technique, for a total of eight valid spectral bands for the Duration-Energy relationship analysis.
III. TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
We select GBM and LLE TTE data usually binned at 8 ms in case of short GRBs and enhance the binning up to 64 ms in case of long GRBs. GBM NaI and BGO detectors are checked for orientation to the trigger (< 60 o ) and blockages from the spacecraft. We then select the three most illuminated NaI detectors and one or both BGO detectors (see columns 8 and 9 of Table II ). The GBM energy ranges for the duration analysis are chosen after the careful check for the detector's energy dispersion presented in Section eConf C141020.1 II A. The LLE energy range is split into two intervals, namely 10-100 Mev and 100 MeV-1 GeV. Errors on the various durations are computed following the prescriptions by [10] . Moreover, systematic errors were computed through an analysis of three random samples of bursts, weak, medium, and bright ones: in each energy band, we changed the various analysis parameters (i.e. burst background and light curve binning selections) and obtained errors of the order of 10-15% in NaI and 20-30% in BGO data. Finally, systematic errors were add to the statistical ones. Figure 4 shows two example light curves from GRB 100116A and GRB 131014A. The trigger time is marked with a vertical dashed red line and the energy ranges are labeled in every panel. From the top: the first four panels represent NaI data (dark red labels), the subsequent two panels represent BGO data (red labels) while the last panel(s) represent LLE data (orange labels).
GRB 100116A (left panel) is a rather long GRB, with a two-episode emission, separated by an 80 s long quiescient period. The peak at trigger time disappears at higher energies. GRB 131014A (right panel) is much shorter than GRB 100116A and a delayed start of the high-energy emission is evident. This feature is quite common in LAT-detected bursts (see [5] ).
IV. DURATION-ENERGY RELATION
The burst duration (T 90 ) is calculated by means of IDL-based routines and is defined as 90% of the accumulation time in count space in each energy band. We also calculate T 05 , which we define as the beginning of T 90 at 5% of counts. Burst durations and T 05 values are computed in each energy band previously defined in Table I .
Results for GRB 100116A and GRB 131010A are plotted in Figure 2 . The top panels show the EnergyDuration relation, while the bottom panels show the eConf C141020.1 5th Fermi Symposium : Nagoya, Japan : 20-24 Oct, 2014 T 05 -Energy relation. We adopt different colors for the data points in order to represent the data from different detectors (dark-red: NaI, medium-red: BGO; light-red: LLE) which were used for the analysis in each energy band (as indicated in the labels of Figure  3 ). In the case of GRB 100116A, the duration drops from T 90 ∼ 110 s to just few seconds, while GRB 131014A's duration smoothly decreases from one energy band to the next. This effect is visible also in the T 05 vs. Energy plots, where the delayed start of the higher-energy emission in GRB 131014A is clearly visible.
In order to compare and evaluate the whole subsample of 27 bursts, we normalize all T 90 measurements and plot them as a function of energy in Figure  6 . Again, different colors indicate different detectors eConf C141020.1 used for the temporal analysis. Since not all bursts in the submsample are seen over all energy bands, we plot our results in three panels: 7 GRBs in our subsample are detected only up to 10 MeV, so no LLE duration could be computed (left panel). Other 7 GRBs are detected in LLE but only up to 100 MeV (middle panel), while 13 GRBs are detected all the way up to 1 GeV (right panel).
We fit the data with a simple power law (PL) model (blue dashed lines) in order to compare the slopes of the Duration-Energy relations to what is previously reported in the literature. Results for the PL slope α are reported in box in the middle of each panel. [8] , using BATSE data from 25 to > 300 keV, and more recently [9] , using GBM BGO data from 300 keV to 10 MeV, reported values of the PL slope α between -0.4 and -0. 
V. OUTLOOK
Our future analysis steps include (a) The comparison of the PL slope α of the Duration-Energy relation deduced from the 27 bright GRBs subsample with the one deduced from the full sample of 311 bright BGO GRBs; The correlation of the Duration-Energy relation parameters with the burst spectral properties; and (c) The study of the temporal properties of pulses using temporally-resolved spectral analysis for the brightest peak of each GRB in the subsample; and (d) The study of the Duration-Energy relation at energies > 1 GeV, using the LAT standard analysis. This last step could help determining if the highestenergy emission is in fact afterglow emission shortly following the start of the prompt phase emission as seen at smaller frequencies.
